Appointed to Frame a New Code of Laws for the Russian Empire of 1767: "Liberty of a citizen
depends chiefly upon the goodness and excellency of the penal Laws." 8 The legislation itself should correspond to the "genius" of the nation. Only then, could it secure the safety, property and welfare of every individual and create the tranquility of mind that let the people "enjoy" liberty. This would move the subjects to follow the legislation, because it was their nature to do nothing so well as what they do freely. It did not mean that people had the right to do whatever they wanted. Political liberty was framed in the laws: it was they which prescribe the citizens what to do and how to do it. Otherwise, everyone would have the equal power of doing the same that would annihilate the liberty and made an individual to stand in fear of another. Citizens should "fear" only the law, because they were all subject to the same rules and equal in this way. State legislation was able to assure civil liberties only if it was properly understood and put in force in "simple" and "native" words. Such "purity" would result in a language of the law comprehensible for everyone and, finally, could guarantee the stability of the state. The last point was of the highest importance: laws "engrafted" in the people's minds "the idea of the state". Being misinterpreted because of vague and indefinite terms, they could extinguish this idea and bring the state and the society to the collapse. 9 The legislator, whose peculiar and regular establishments were laws, had to regard to "the general sense" of the people and take special care of the language of the legislation. He had to avoid "tumid and inflated" as well as "sublime, lofty or elevated" expressions that would darken the sense of the law and demonstrate nothing more but his "vanity and ostentation". Each law should be written in such a clear manner and laid down in such "simple and concise" words as to be perfectly intelligible to everyone. Both people of moderate capacities and those of "genius" should perceive the language of the ruler's prescriptions. It was the duty of every individual to act according to the laws; therefore, it was necessary that everyone should understand them properly. All new legal acts, regulations, injunctions, and orders should procure the greatest possible good to the people and to conform to their "genius". Laws, customs and habits of other nations could serve only as examples that, as Catherine II wrote in The Grand Instruction, were "only intended to contribute to the choice of those means, whereby the Russians might be rendered a people the most happy possible of mankind." 10 All these principles formed the base of Catherine II's lawmaking activity. While she borrowed from 18 th century legal and political treaties, such as The Spirit of the Laws by Ch.-L. commuting punishments for the oldest and youngest members of society, reducing sentences, using the death penalty only for the severest crimes. 13 Just after ascending the throne in June 1762 Catherine II focused on penal reforms. Her ukase from February 10, 1763 strictly reduced the possibility to subject a person on trial to torture (only for once as distinct from the previous legal tradition) 14 . In June 1765 Catherine II approved the Senate report which commuted the system of punishments for under-age criminals.
15
The Grand Instruction, Nakaz, was the next step in criminal law reform. Promulgated on July 30, 1767 it formulated the theoretical principles a future law code was to be based on, putting special emphasis on criminal laws and procedures in chapter 10 "On the forms of criminal courts". It included more then 100 articles (142-250) and was the biggest in Nakaz.
16
The Grand Instruction insisted on equal legal protection and equal consequences for transgressions for all social groups. It set delinquent moral correction as the final goal of the penalty which should fit the crime committed and have a more shameful then physical or oppressive effect. Nakaz declared the necessity to abolish torture and all kinds of physical methods of investigation. The Senate ukase of November 13, 1767 put it in force following Catherine II's prescription of November 11. According to this only governors had the right to make decisions on the use of torture. In turn, in doing so, they had to follow prescriptions of 6 chapter 10 of Nakaz. 17 The ukase was secret; nevertheless, it implied "the factual abolishing of torture in Russia".
18
In The Grand Instruction, Catherine II proposed a new classification of the delicts. All legal transgressions were divided into four groups by the object of encroachment. In chapter 7
"Of the law in particular" of The Grand Instruction Catherine II generalized all kind of offences by the word prestuplenie (crimes) and grouped them into four classes: 1) "against religion"; 2)
"against manners"; 3) "against the peace"; 4) "against the security of the citizens" (art. 69-72).
19
It was a novelty for the Russian legal tradition; it had no unique gradation of the crimes or terms to define them. Nakaz and defined prestuplenie as "acts that shake public order". 21 In Nachertanie along with the word prestuplenie Catherine II used phrase prestupitel'noe delo (criminal act) twice. It implied all four classes of crimes and included ugolovnoe delo (criminal offence). In the law drafts, the empress associated it with the fourth sort of delicts, i.e. "against the security of the citizens"; in the final copy, she added to it all attempts against "the security of the state" 22 . In the 18 th century, the official legislation Nachertanie was the first act of law that used both the word ugolovny and the word-combination ugolovnoe delo. In the commentaries to The General Regulations of 1720, Peter the Great explained the significance of the word kriminal'ny (criminal) and glossed it as "capital guilt". Chapter 6 "On voting" fixed responsibility for "improper" and "untrue" voting in the collegiums. Depending on the matter, three kinds of penalties could be imposed on the collegium members: 1) fines for rozysknye (criminal, investigative) cases; 2) "damages" for the financial crimes; 3) kriminal'noe (criminal) punishments for the kriminal'noe delo (criminal case). 32 Thus, the death penalty followed crimianl'nye dela (criminal cases) which were separated from rozysknye (criminal, investigative) and financial cases. However, by 17 th century penal law, both financial and rozysknye (criminal, investigative) offences could be punished by death. 33 Therefore, Peter I's gloss did not give an interpretation of the word kriminal'ny (criminal) which could be properly included in the existing legal system. The result was the word kriminal'ny (criminal) remained at the margin of the legal discourse. For instance, in 1723 no legal act made use of this word.
34
The later development, in comparison with the western tradition, of the jurisprudence and the science of law in Russia and "the impassible gap" between it and everyday law enforcement, 35 meant that it is highly probable that the legislative commissions of the first part of the 18 th century were the institutions that borrowed adopted and reinterpreted terms and notions from other languages. The specificity of the tasks they had to carry out, especially under The word kriminal'ny (criminal), foreign and rare in use, did not fit with Catherine II's intention to make the language of the law comprehensible for every subject. The interpretations and commentaries that it required were unable to guarantee "life" and "safety" of citizens and made them depend on "inconstant" reasoning and "the bad mood" of a judge rather than the letter of the law. Obscure and unknown, the language of the legislation introduced irregularity into law enforcement so that the citizens were ignorant of the consequences of their own actions.
Person and liberty of the individual subjected to some few of the people who had taken upon them the care of preserving and explaining the laws. It could cause a breakdown of the legal system of the state and result in society's dissolution because nobody would enjoy security with respect both to person and property. "Life and liberty" would depend upon "chance". On the contrary, the law had to be written in the common "vernacular tongue" and be clearly and exactly defined. Clear language lets peoples know and calculate the inconveniences of a bad actions and has a preventive effect, restraining them from committing crimes and offences.
45
Claims for the "vernacular tongue" that had to be cleansed of all kinds of loan words and adoptions were "commonplace of Russian philology" by the middle of the 18 th century. 46 As
Mikhail Vasil'evich Lomonosov wrote in Predislovie o pol'ze knig tserkovnukh v rossiyskom yazyke (1757-1758), words, which "came from foreign languages", were nothing more than "strange and odd nonsenses". They "shadowed the beauty of our language" and had to be eradicated.
47
Such purism was part of the "national self-consciousness": starting from Elizabeth's reign Russia, Russian culture and language started to be an integral part of Europe. 48 It was one the main statements in Catherine II's Nakaz, in which article 6 affirmed, "Russia was a European state". The "facility" and "better success" that the changes and alterations Peter the Great undertook in Russia, demonstrated it. He succeeded because he was introducing "the manners and customs of Europe" among the European people. 49 Thus, Russian language was equal to other European tongues; it was self-sufficient, multifunctional and able to put into words all kinds of matters, notions and concepts.
50
The grand opening of the legislative commission on July 30, 1767, whose task was to "elaborate a new law code and to present it for confirmation", actualized this linguistic structuring. 51 The new codex was to be composed of simple, clear, exact and native definitions so that it could become a book of utmost use like an alphabet or ecclesiastical texts. In The Grand Instruction as well as in Nachertanie Catherine II tried to avoid both vague or polysemantic, and foreign words and expressions. She accepted all remarks of Vasiliy Grigor'evich Baskakov who had read Nakaz and presented a "writing-book" with unintelligible, from his point of view, phrases. 52 Preliminary materials for the drafts of Nachertanie show that the empress methodically looked for substitutions for all loan words and notions and marked them "NB". For instance, she proposed to use the word dela (affairs), postupki (deeds), delanie 45 (actions) instead of the word akty (acts); the phrase slova i vyrajeniya (words and expressions) in place of terminy (terms); the world-combination rassujdeniya, snosheniya, sovety (reasoning, relations, advices) instead of konferentsia (conference).
53
The word kriminal'ny (criminal) needed substitution. Its Russian equivalent rozysknoy (criminal, investigative) did not satisfy the empress because of its negative connotations of torture. The word rozysknoy (criminal, investigative) and its combinations came from the word rozysk (investigation). Published in the beginning of the 1790s Slovar'Akademii Rossiyskoy fixed two meanings for this term: 1) "diligent investigation, examination, imploring"; 2) "interrogation with torture", "torture". 54 The materials and cases of the Sysknoy prikaz, which was the main investigative agency in the Moscow region in 1730-1763, state the synonymy of the word rozysk and the word pytka (torture). The secretary's remark "for rozysk" could accompany the judges' decision to torture a suspect. 55 Instructions from the local nobility in the legislative commission of 1767-1774 also equated rozysk and torture.
56
Catherine II, who right from the beginning of her reign presented herself as "merciful"
and "gracious" "the mother of the subjects", could not substitute rozysknoy (criminal, investigative) for kriminal'ny (criminal) and turn to the people with the words of threaten and menace. 57 The empress needed concise and native expressions, which coincided with her intention to eliminate torture. All loan words, as Catherine II wrote in the Slovar' Akademii Rossiyskoy, had to be avoided "as far as possible" and replaced by "ancient" or "newly composed expressions". 58 The phrase ugolovnoe prestuplenie (criminal action) as well as the word ugolovny (criminal) met all these requirements: it came from the "ancient" term golovnoy (capital); and the word-combination ugolovnoe prestuplenie (criminal action) was a "newly composed" concept. In addition, in the first half of the 18 th century the words kriminal'ny and ugolovny had almost the same meanings. Administration, the empress promised to add "the form of criminal procedure" to it. 61 1779-1780 was time of Catherine II's the most active work on the draft as her own date in the text shows. In the chapter Criminal offences against the public trade, she wrote that is was impossible to have more interest than "it was legitimated in this year of 1779".
62
A considerable number of the preliminary notes and three fair copies of The Criminal code draft emphasize its importance to the empress. The first copy, written and paginated by
Catherine II herself and containing 17 paragraphs, was dedicated to crimes against religion, sovereign, state and laws of nations. 63 The second copy is the biggest and most detailed. It includes eight parts divided in 37 chapters. It was made by a clerk and contains Catherine's own handwritten remarks. This copy is about crimes against person, property, public and society.
64
The third copy has different kind of the structure which in outline coincides with the structure of
The Police Statute of 1782. It contains 5 chapters and 170 paragraphs. 65 As in The Police Statute, the word zakon (law) in every new chapter title. This lets us suppose that the empress was working on it in the first half of the 1780s, when she was drafting The Police statute. It also might be the copy planned to be added to the statute, in the preface to which Catherine II wrote that "it was the first part of the … Code" issued "in waiting for others ones that would follow it with God's help". In his view, Commentaries contained "grand" principles that "laid the solid foundation of the grand edifice" and would "immortalize" Blackstone as The Spirit of the Laws had "immortalized" "President Montesquieu". 69 Blackstone's Commentaries give the empress access to the "spirit" of England and its legal tradition, displaying the rules and principles which it was based upon. The result was Catherine II's knowledge in this field that shocked the English envoy to Russia J. Harris; as he reported in one of his dispatches, "she could be a judge so well she knows our laws and constitution". the sovereign executive power of the state or the king and his government; Fourthly, such as more directly infringe the rights of the public or commonwealth; And, lastly, such as derogate from those rights and duties which are owing to particular individuals.
72
In the preliminary copies of the draft, Catherine II borrowed the classification of the delicts and distributed acts injurious to civil society under the following general headings: 1)
"God and the Holy Orthodox Greek religion", 2) "the rights of nations", 3) "the sovereign and state", 4) "the rights of the public", 5) "the rights of individuals". 73 In the final copy of the project, the empress changed this gradation slightly and classified all crimes in the following groups: 1) "God and the Holy Orthodox Greek religion", 2) the sovereign, 3) nations, 4) "autocratic power", 5) individuals and 6) the public. 74 The innovative character of the gradation lies in the fact that The Criminal code implied "rights" that nations, the public and individuals could have and criminalized encroachments on them. By "negative" determination the draft was to objectify the nation, society and the individual as legal entities that could posses rights. In the Russian legal tradition, it was also the first attempt to qualify certain actions as injurious to the rights of nations.
Nevertheless, the method of adopting inner the gradation and specification of every type of ugolovnoe prestuplenie (criminal action) was of the same pragmatic character which
Catherine II used to work on The Grand Instruction. She did not transfer English laws and procedures directly to Russia but "untwined" Blackstone's ideas and checked them against existing Russian legislation. 75 For instance, in the rough copy of Ugolovnoe ulojenie actions against religion were the first class of the delicts; offences injurious to the laws of nations and the state and its rule followed them. The gradation of the delicts in the fair copy of the draft was headed by the same religious offences, but the acts against the sovereign were second, those against the laws of nations third. Such a grouping coincides with the Russian legal tradition: as Under the title ugolovnoe prestuplenie lichnoe (crimes against individuals), the draft criminalized acts against individuals, their person, property and habitations. This was another novelty of the project in that it contrasted with the previous Russian legal tradition which had no general concepts to define encroachments upon person and property. 79 The empress divided lichnye offences in three groups: homicide, crimes against property and those against habitation. 80 Such a gradation and names for every crime was a word-for-word translation of Blackstone's Commentaries which divided all actions against private subjects into three kinds: 1) against their persons which meant the "offence of taking away their life"; 2) against their habitations and 3) against their property. 81 Preliminary materials and final copies of the draft's chapter On homicide displayed how the Commentaries was adapted. Catherine II borrowed names and in some cases exact definitions of injurious acts, omitting all that was theoretical or conceptual. Her definitions were short and clear which seemed to be reasonable taking into consideration her final aim -to compose a new criminal code. For instance, in the rough copy the empress summarized as "cases that demanded punishments" Blackstone's reasoning on surpass of necessary defense, se-defendendo.
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In Ugolovnoe ulojenie the empress tended to clarify and make more concise every notion. the following kinds: "1) by carelessness and by negligence, 2) by necessity, 3) by deadly fear, 4) in self or some other defense, 5) in brawl, 6) by accident". It also prescribed exact consequence (punishment or acquittal) for every kind. Acts that they determined (except necessity) were not new for Russian legislation, but it did not make precise distinction between justifiable and excusable activity.
Unpremeditated homicide "by necessity" was reinterpretation of Commentaries' killings by "unavoidable necessity" and "for the advancement of public justice", which was a "justifiable" act that had "no share" of guilt and faced no charge. Rough and fair copies of
Ugolovnoe ulojenie display how Catherine II borrowed from Commentaries and reinterpreted
Blackstone's concepts. The empress partly followed Blackstone's classification and justified taking life in cases of resisting legal arrest, or dispersing a rebellious mob, or preventing a prisoner from escaping. At the same time, she reduced the explanatory determination of each crime to a short and exact definition and avoided all that was not part of the Russian legal tradition (such as killing in forests, parks, chases, or warrens' trespassers, or in trail by battle.) 85 The outcome of such work was a "synthetic" combination of new judicial theoretical notions with the local legal tradition. Such a "reinterpretation" realized one of the basic Enlightenment ideas -the necessity for the legislator to "regard to the Genius of the People" and Introducing the general concept of ugolovnoe prestuplenie and qualifying a person, habitation or property as an object of state protection, Catherine II implied and recognized civil rights for every individual. In the penal drafts and legislation Catherine II clearly articulated the idea of state responsibility to institute criminal proceedings against the all attempts to transgress or encroach upon these rights. In Russia, it marked a serious shift in the relations between the subjects and the state creating a path toward the political liberty of a modern state. 85 Blackstone W. Commentaries on the laws of England. V. 
